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Abstract - This research work is aimed at developing a supply chain data warehousing model for big data analytics that 
will be used for reporting and analysis purposes. Objected-Oriented Design methodology was adopted for the study. A big 
data supply chain dataset of a retail outlet from a real world business transaction was used for data analysis. Google 
storage bucket was created in Google BigQuery for storage and analysis of the data.  Data was uploaded into Google 
storage in the cloud, after which the supply chain data table was created using SQL query.  Star Schema dimensional 
model was created for integrating data into the cloud.  For descriptive and diagnostic analytics including feature 
engineering, the integrated datasets, advanced feature engineering techniques were applied to create derived variables 
that enhanced the model interpretability and predictive power.  Google big Query was linked to Google collab for big data 
analytics, after which a preliminary analysis was conducted in Google collab showing the first row of the dataset.  There 
was then a decomposition of the time series analysis into trend, seasonality, residuals and original.  To perform predictive 
analytics, the processed dataset was split into training and test datasets to prevent over-fitting.  To optimize the model 
performance, the hyperparameters were adjusted.  The forecasting model was implemented within the dashboard using 
ARIMA and Prophet time series forecasting methods  in training the models; and Random forest regression machine 
learning model in order to implement the most important features that drives sales as well as demand.  MAPE and RMSE 
were used as model evaluation metrics for the predictive analytics of the proposed model.  After cross validation of the 
performance metrics, the study revealed that incorporating advanced Prophet, ARIMA and Random Forest models 
enhanced the predictive capabilities of the proposed system, leading to more precise inventory management.  In 
conclusion, the proposed system offers better improvements with respect to reliability, performance, scalability, and 
recoverability because it is designed to handle complex, large scale data operations which are very crucial in modern 
business environments. The proposed supply chain data warehousing model for big data analytics is highly recommended 
for supply chain management/managers in inventory management, as the model will help in optimizing the inventory 
levels as well as improving the supply chain business. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s competitive business environment, in which competition is among supply chain networks, businesses are 
confronted with the need to effectively manage increasingly supply chain activities beyond their boundaries.  Big data analytics in 
supply chain management (SCM) is evolving quickly as a result of recent advancements in machine learning and computing 
infrastructure; the global big data market size is anticipated to grow from USD 138.9 billion in 2020 to USD 229.4 billion by 
2025, at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.6% throughout the forecast period.  Big data analytics is predicted to 
expand at the highest CAGR of all the solutions throughout the projection period and to hold the largest market share [1]  

The current business climate necessitates quick decisions in the supply chain and shorter turnaround times from raw data to 
insights and actions.  Managing the complexity in supply chain has been of importance to industries that compete in the global 
market as the complexity in supply chain management is associated with material and information flow between the different 
supply chain entities considering how information flows in this digital age [2].  Supply chain which can be considered as a 
significant contributor to big data wherein the diversity of information is large encompasses from raw materials to 
producer/central organization, wholesalers, retailers, customers, and end users [3].  There are multiple sources of big data across 
the supply chains with varied trade-offs among volume, velocity, variety, value and veracity attributes [1].  Thus the combination 
of data sources with their diverse temporal and spatial attributes places a greater emphasis on the use of big data analytics which 
has been described as a method used to find hidden patterns and shed light on intriguing relationships in contexts by examining, 
processing, finding, and displaying results [4] in supply chain management.  

  The term data warehouse is a sizeable, central repository of integrated and arranged data from several sources that is 
made to assist reporting, analytics, and business intelligence activities.  It is the most dependable and frequently used technology 
for planning, predicting, and managing businesses, as well as the data storage facility that houses a large collection of data [5].  
On the other hand data warehousing model is a conceptual framework and organizational structure of a data warehouse that 
ensures effective data storage, integration and retrieval. 

Though supply chain management focuses on effective and efficient creation of value for customers by optimizing the flow 
of products and services; however, one of the major challenges of data warehousing optimization is the increasing variety, 
velocity, and volume of data that is generated from varied sources, and in different formats [6].  This has created a need for an 
efficient supply chain data warehousing model that can handle the complexity and diversity in the process of data integration, 
cleansing, transformation and loading (ETL) of big data as well as storing the data into a common structure that can be easily 
accessed and used for reporting and analysis purposes.  Hence, the aim of this study is to develop an enhanced supply chain data 
warehousing model for big data analytics that will identify and integrate data sources from operational databases; use a cloud 
based data storage; perform advanced analytics for business intelligence and improve insights to enhance forecasting, inventory 
management and optimization. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In the existing literature, a lot of attempts have been made towards solving the supply chain analytic challenges in data 
warehousing through advanced analytics.  [7] in their study assessed the idea of a data warehouse with its design and concluded 
that data warehouse is generally useful for associations but suggested that future framework should be developed for execution of 
data warehouse and modern architecture of warehousing based on the cloud.  [8] in a study on data warehouse design for big data 
in academia advocated for a data warehouse design that will involve large data sets and more refined operations. 

[9] Talked about the various big data analytics technologies that could be used, including machine learning, data mining, and 
intelligent analysis, as well as the challenges that come with big data, including data visualization, cloud and distributed 
computing, and computational difficulties  

 [10] Concentrated on machine learning, its uses in big data, difficulties, and technological advancements in big data.  
[11] Developed a data warehousing architecture for big data capable of adapting automatically or semi automatically to user 
requirements and changes in the underlying data.  [12] Proposed a Hybrid Lake Data Warehouse Architecture model that uses 
Hadoop framework and Apache spark to merge traditional data warehouse strategies.  [13] Proposed a multi-layered supply chain 
big business intelligence model that utilizes cloud-based big data services and tools for data extraction, transformation and 
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loading, analysis and reporting.  [14] Proposed a Decision-Support System (DSS) supported by a Big Data Warehouse (BDW) 
and a simulation model.  

 [15] Developed an intelligent forecasting system that is based on the analysis and interpretation of historical data using 
SVR algorithm, Multi Layer Feed-forward Artificial Neural Network (MFLANN), Exponential Smoothing Model, Holt-trend 
Method, Holt-Winters Seasonal model, ARIMA, and Moving Average.  [16] Focused on comparing ARIMA modeling with SVR 
on three different and unrelated datasets.    [1]  In their systematic literature review study suggested that future research should 
focus on alternative theoretical perspectives and analytical methods on the role of Big Data Analytics in supply chain should be 
focused on providing integrated frameworks for the selection and the use of big data analytics techniques in supply chain 
management. 

[17] In their work proposed a demand forecasting method based on multi layer networks.  Their proposed model 
considered different combinations of LSTM parameters for a given time series using grid search method.  When compared with 
both statistical and computational intelligence models such as ARIMA, ANN, KNN, SVM, Exponential Smoothing, and single 
layer LSTM.  [18] In their study proposed a hybrid approach that integrates Prophet and SVR models to forecast time series 
demand in the manufacturing industry with seasonality.  [19] Considered the benefits and challenges of cloud and edge 
computing; and how large organizations can adopt those two computing models in conjunction to create dynamic applications. 

[20] Used a customer-responsive time series approach that is is based on algebraic methods of estimation; and suggested 
that the relevance of the method combined with an inventory control technique and stock optimization should be investigated.  
[21] Developed a hybrid forecasting model that combined ARIMA and the Holt’s Winter Model (ARHOW) on selected 
therapeutic class.  [22] Implemented a cosmetic supply chain as a multi-agent system in which data generated by the simulator 
were used in order to identify genuine trajectories across the whole supply chain.  [23] Proposed new smart business architecture 
of market prediction to forecast accurate future demand using Prophet and ARIMA hybrid model.   

[24] In their study implemented a data warehouse using Kimball Lifecycle method and the PostgreSQl database that will be 
used to monitor sales performance.  [5] In their study analyzed the performance of the data warehouse architectures by comparing 
many works in the field of data warehouse.  Their study identified extensive data warehousing areas that are still active for future 
research as there are still concerns with managing a huge data by using data warehouse tools that classified them logically.  [25] 
Revealed that visualization, compression, distributed mining, analytics architecture and hidden data are the future important 
challenges of big data analytics and management.  [26] Revealed that while there are some evidences that big data analytics 
creates value, but that the claim that investments in data analytics can be a source of competitive performance gains requires a 
deeper analysis. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Object-Oriented Design (OOD) was used to create structured and modular systems that effectively represents the entities, 
relationships, and processes within the supply chain.   

3.1 Dataset 

The proposed system was implemented and tested on a big data supply chain dataset of a retail outlet from a real world 
business transaction. The datasets are housed in the Mendeley data repository and is licensed under Creative Commons 4.0 and 
can be accessed at (https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/8gx2fvg2k6/5). 
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3.2 System Architecture  

 

 

Figure 1: Proposed System Architectural Framework 

Figure 1 describes the conceptual overview and model of how the proposed system is arranged.   

 

Figure 2: Data Flow Diagram of the proposed system 

Figure 2 depicts the flow of data in the proposed model. Data is extracted from the operational databases and are 
accessed via direct queries or through API endpoints that support Extraction, Transform, and Load (ETL) operations.  The data is 
further aggregated to focus on each department or subject matter, hence data marts are created from the data repository.  To 
perform predictive analytics, time series models will be built based on training data; the models will be evaluated using the test 
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data, while the forecasting assessment will be done based on the forecasting indicators using MAPE, MAE, and RMSE.  After 
which the data will be visualized on individual subject using Power BI to enable fast and easy decision making by stakeholders. 

 

 

Figure 3: Star Schema Model 

3.3 Experimental Setup 

This section provides a summary of the performed experiment in this research.  Data was downloaded from the 
Enterprise Resource system and uploaded into Google Big Data warehouse (Google BigQuery).  The Google storage bucket was 
then created in Google BigQuery for storage and analysis of the data.  Then data was uploaded into Google storage in the cloud, 
after which the supply chain data table was created using SQL query.  Star Schema dimensional model was created for integrating 
data into the cloud.  For descriptive and diagnostic analytics including feature engineering, the integrated datasets, advanced 
feature engineering techniques were applied to create derived variables that enhanced the model interpretability and predictive 
power.  Google big Query was linked to Google collab for big data analytics, after which a preliminary analysis was conducted in 
Google collab showing the first row of the dataset.  There was then a decomposition of the time series analysis into trend, 
seasonality, residuals and original. 

To perform predictive analytics, the processed dataset was split into training and test datasets to prevent over-fitting.  
Considering that the dataset spanned within three years; the first two years was used as the training dataset in order to train the 
predictive model, the third year was used as testing dataset.  To optimize the model performance, the hyperparameters were 
adjusted.  The forecasting model was implemented within the dashboard using ARIMA and Prophet time series forecasting 
methods  in training the models; and Random forest regression machine learning model in order to implement the most important 
features that drives sales as well as demand.  MAPE and RMSE were used as model evaluation metrics for the predictive analytics 
of the proposed model. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 4: Integration of data sources using Google Big Query data warehouse 

 

Figure 5: Creating big data storage bucket in Google cloud 
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Figure 6: Big data imported into Google Big query data warehouse from Google Big data storage bucket 

 

 

Figure 7: SQL query for creating the required table for analysis within Google Big query data warehouse 

4.1 Descriptive and Diagnostic analytics including feature Engineering 

Advanced feature engineering techniques are applied to create derived variables that enhance model interpretability and 
predictive power.  These features are crucial for developing robust machine learning models for prediction. 
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Figure 8: Google Big Data Query is now linked to Google collab for big data analytics. 

 

Figure 9: Preliminary analysis in Google collab showing the first rows of the dataset. 

 

Figure 10: Decomposition of time series analysis 
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Figure 10 shows the decomposition of the time series analysis: 

i. Trend: Is the long-term progression of the data when fluctuations due to seasonal effects or irregular components 
have been removed. There appears to be a slight upward trend over time. 

ii. Seasonality: Is the repeating patterns or cycles within the time series sales data within a monthly fixed period. The 
chart does not show any clear seasonality patterns. 

iii. Residuals: Is what remains in the data after the seasonal components and trend have been removed from the original 
data. It is essentially the noise that cannot be attributed to trend or seasonality. 

iv. Original: Is the actual time series data showing the raw data points over time representing sales. 

 

4.2 PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS 

4.2.1   Forecasting using Prophet Model 

 

Figure 11: Forecast by using the Prophet model 
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Figure 12: Decomposition of the Prophet Forecast model. 

Figure 11 shows the point on the left side representing the historical data for the variable ‘y’ over time (‘ds’ on the x-
axis) representing the actual data the model has been trained on; while the lines extends to the right beyond the historical data 
represents the model’s forecast for future periods.  Initially the data shows a relatively stable trend around the zero mark 
suggesting consistent ‘y’ values with some fluctuations, and a period of stability.  There are significant spikes and dips in the data.  
The continued fluctuations in the trend suggests that the model expects sales which is the variable 'y' to continue to have similar 
variability in the future, as seen in the latter part of the historical data.  

  Figure 12 illustrates the components of the vanilla model and the tuned models; the trend, weekly seasonality, yearly 
seasonality and daily seasonality. As seen from figure 14, there is a general downward trend overtime suggesting a period of sales 
decrease early 2015 to mid-2018.  The weekly seasonality indicates lower sales starting from Friday; the yearly seasonality shows 
some yearly pattern with November accounting for higher sales activity; and lower sales activity in January; while the daily sales 
seasonality shows a daily pattern of high sales activity around lunch time 12 noon and lowest sales activity in the morning around 
9 am. 

Table 1: Prophet Model Comparison of Vanilla and the Tuned Model 

 Vanilla Tuned model 

RMSE 4,899 616 

MAPE 20 (20%) 2 (2%) 
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Table 1 indicates that the vanilla model has an RMSE of 4,899 and MAPE of 20% while the tuned model has RMSE of 
616 and MAPE of 2%.  This shows that the vanilla model is better than the tuned model due to the lower error (RMSE value) of 
616 and lower MAPE of 2%. 

4.2.2   Forecasting using ARIMA Model 

To check for stationarity Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was conducted with an output of: ADF Statistic: -
18.017500; p-value: 0.000000, which suggested that the time series data was stationary a p-value of 0.000, which is less than the 
common significance level threshold of 0.05.  Forecasting for the vanilla model using basic p,d,q, values and showing the 
evaluation metrics  RMSE and MAPE.  The result showed RMSE of 19940.010891014408, and MAPE of 99.40585184361528.  
While the tuned model showed RMSE of 27208.655788235134 and MAPE of 6948.298258019693.  This indicates that the 
hyperparameter-tuned model has worse RMSE and MAPE values when compared with the vanilla model, because of its over-
fitting to the training data. This means that while it performs exceptionally well on the training dataset, it fails to generalize to the 
unseen test data. Overfitting possibly occurred because the chosen parameters (p, d, q) for the ARIMA models are too complex, 
capturing noise in the data as if it were a signal. 

 RMSE MAPE 

Vanilla ARIMA model 19940.010891014408 99.40585184361528 

Tuned ARIMA model 27208.655788235134 6948.298258019693 

 

 

Figure 13: The ARIMA time series data showing the training, test and forecast data. 

Figure 13 shows the training data (blue), test data (orange), and forecast data (red). The figure shows that the forecast does 
not capture the variability of the test data well, which is the reason for the high RMSE and MAPE values observed. 

4.2.3 Identifying drivers of Sales using Random Forest Regression. 

In order to build the Random forest regression feature (x) and target (y) variables were selected; one-Hot encoding was used 
to convert the categorical variables into numerical, then a column transformer was created to transform the data as the random 
forest regression  model does not work with missing values. The preprocessed dataset was split into training and testing sets, with 
80% training and 20% testing.  The Random forest regression vanilla mode demonstrates that with the R-squared at 99.7%, the 
variance in the sales is captured by the features used in modeling.  The RMSE at 6.44 which is high also demonstrates that the 
difference between the predicted and training data is not very high.  The random forest regression hyperparameter tuning and 
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model optimization shows that the RMSE has been reduced significantly from 6.44 (before training) to 1.77 (after training). That 
is 73% improvement in the model performance. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this research work the enhanced supply chain data warehouse for big data analytics offers better improvements with 
respect to reliability, performance, scalability, and recoverability because it is  designed to handle complex, large scale data 
operations which are very crucial in modern business environments. Thus, the proposed system’s design makes it inherently 
flexible and scalable as data volumes and business complexity grows. These improvements come at a cost though usability, 
compatibility, and maintainability are considered. Furthermore, incorporating advanced time series (Prophet, ARIMA) and 
machine learning (Random Forest) models enhanced the demand forecasting capabilities of the proposed system, leading to more 
precise inventory management.  Future extension of this work may include advanced model enhancement by the application of 
other forecasting methods, real-time streaming data processing, integrating other sources such as GPS locations of their logistics 
division. Furthermore, the business will need to do a long-term impact assessment and cost-benefit analysis to ensure that value 
derived by the new system implementation outweighs the cost.  
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